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What’s Inside?

3. Registration improvements
6. Enhancements to tagging
11. Additional Changes
Registration Improvements*

Student registration for MathXL for School is being simplified. Students have less information to enter to get started.

This summer we’re enhancing the experience in the following ways:

- Reminding students what they need before they get started
- Reducing the information Pearson collects to set up a student account

*changes apply to users who register and login at www.mathxlforschool.com
Remind students what information they need to register

Before students begin the registration process, they will be reminded of what information they need with them to complete registration.

A link is provided for educators who are creating accounts for students and do not have the students’ course IDs.
Registration Improvements

Reduce the amount of information collected

The new registration screen is more streamlined. Students no longer need to select their country, enter their school zip code, or type their school name.
Tagging in MathXL for School, introduced in December 2018, allows teachers to better manage their diverse classroom of students.

This summer we’re enhancing the experience in the following ways:

- Incorporating the assignment tagging process within assignment settings
- Allowing teachers to omit assignments from the overall score using tags
- An easier way to apply assignment settings based on student tags
- Advanced export options based on tags
Assignment Tagging Enhancements

Add assignment tags during assignment creation

Last December, we introduced the ability to group assignments using customized tags, and with the summer 2019 release, we’re making it even easier.

With a new “Tags” option on the assignment settings page, teachers are now able to tag assignments within the assignment creation process.
Assignment Tagging Enhancements

Additional updates to assignment tags include the ability for teachers to **omit assignments from the overall score based on tags** from the “change weights” page.
Student Tagging Enhancements

Modify assignment settings for groups of students by student tag

It’s now easier than ever to apply different assignment settings, like due date or number of attempts for different groups of students.

Simply select an assignment (or all assignments), filter students by a student tag, and modify the assignment(s) for the group of students.
Advanced Export Options for Tagging

Select students and assignments by tag in exports

In quick and advanced exports, select students and assignments to export based on tag.

Check “include omitted results” to include results you may have omitted with auto-omit. Especially useful for corequisite courses to omit and then export the corequisite scores.
Additional Changes Coming in July

- Retirements:
  - Achievements
  - Classic Reporting Dashboard
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